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Dear Animal Lovers on Koh Samui,

May 2012

While our heads of the Dog and Cat Rescue Center Brigitte and Werner spend a couple of weeks in Germany, we’ve
been giving our best to make sure that the DRCSF runs smoothly and everyone is doing their job, so that the dogs
and cats on the island get help if needed. Everyone involved in the Rescue Center knows, that there is no such thing
as a quiet and boring day. Beside our vet Khun Taungsit and our team of Thai helpers, we have several individuals
being in charge, making sure things work as supposed at the DRCSF:

Our manager Khun Wit is doing a great job all around
and together with our volunteer Rainer, is keeping a
close eye on the organisation of the Rescue Center in
Baan Taling Ngam. Thanks Rainer for being here!

Being part of the DRCS for many years already, Jay,
Linda and Tom are busy treating animals on the road,
dealing with puppy and mother cases and working at the
temples around the island. Twice a week, Jay is giving
her best, working off the necessary office work.

Martina is holding the position at the house in Chaweng,
doing a great job caring for the cats and has been
successfully finding new homes abroad for Samui dogs
and cats. Christina, a vet student from Germany is
helping out for about 2 months at the DRCS. She’s been
doing an intense job at the shelter, cleaning wounds etc,
and giving comfort to the animals at the same time.
Thank you for being here! Christian, an allrounderVolunteer is helping Martina in the house in Chaweng,
gives a lot of necessary love to our animals and does a
great job with visitors, too. Thanks for being here!

Operation list April 2012
Dog (Female)
106

Dog (Male)
7

Cat (Female)
17

Cat (Male)
7

Other
9

Total
146

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can make even
more progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly have made it a happier
and safer place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged friends are most grateful for your
contribution!

Best wishes
The DRCSF-Team

